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A Search for Sovereignty approaches world history by examining the relation of law and
geography in European empires between 1400 and 1900. Lauren Benton argues that
Europeans imagined imperial space as networks of corridors and enclaves, and that they
constructed sovereignty in ways that merged ideas about geography and law. Conflicts over
treason, piracy, convict transportation, martial law, and crime created irregular spaces of law,
while also attaching legal meanings to familiar geographic categories such as rivers, oceans,
islands, and mountains. The resulting legal and spatial anomalies influenced debates about
imperial constitutions and international law both in the colonies and at home. This study
changes our understanding of empire and its legacies and opens new perspectives on the
global history of law.

"Lauren Benton’s book is sure to remap how we think about the geography of world history.
Elegantly written, theoretically sophisticated, and impressively documented, this book
challenges the common view of sovereignty as the result of spreading laws and extending
territorial claims, as if the world rested on a divide between lawful and lawless lands. According
to Benton, these divides were the artifice of legal ideologies that obscured the common features
of violence and uncertainty that pervaded empires from their hinterlands to their cores."Jeremy
Adelman, Princeton University"Empires usually appear expansive, implacable, and all-
encompassing, but A Search for Sovereignty portrays them instead as uneven, tentative, and
riddled with gaps and contradictions. The novel topics and surprising juxtapositions in this
strikingly original book comprise a vision of world history that is as convincing as it is unsettling.
Its achievement confirms Lauren Benton’s stature as one of the most creative historians writing
today."David Armitage, Harvard University"Lauren Benton has shown, with immense erudition
and considerable flair, how central the concern with sovereignty was for all the European
overseas empires throughout their long and complex histories. She has shown also how closely
tied law was to the concept of space, in ways that will have an enduring impact not only on how
world history is conceived but also on how we understand the current tangled conflict over
international jurisdiction. A Search for Sovereignty is a brilliant, innovative, and timely
book."Anthony Pagden, Distinguished Professor of Political Science and History, University of
California, Los Angeles"Canvassing legal archives over large reaches of the early modern world,
Benton discerns striking correlations between the practice of geography and the practice of law -
and between discrete categories of space and recurring types of threat to state sovereignty. The
resulting account calls for a new map of imperial space - one replete with gaping holes and
alarming lumps, a viscous and uneven medium that has eluded cartography to date. This is a
superb book that will make a splash among historians, geographers, and social theorists



alike."Kären Wigen, Stanford University"In this examination of the relation between law and
geography in European empires between 1400 and 1900, Benton argues the Europeans
constructed sovereignty in ways that merged ideas about geography and law."Law and Social
Inquiry"… a book of the first importance."Eliga Gould, H-Soz-u-Kult"Benton's most notable
contribution is to show that sovereignty is indeed a geographical discourse but one comprised
and constitutive of multiples spaces, sites, and places, rather than simply than simply the
supposedly fixed, bounded and homogenous spaces of territorial states."Nisha Shah, Political
Geography"Lauren Benton's deeply imaginative monograph rethinks the relationship between
law, geography, and jurisdictional politics in European overseas empires … Readers who follow
Benton upriver, across oceans, and to islands and mountains with eyes trained for legal
posturing and jurisdictional politics will see European empires in a new and arresting way."Law
and History Review"… succeed[s] in presenting a compelling set of reasons for questioning
teleological accounts of sovereignty … [Benton] provides many points of entry for further
elaboration on the ways in which empire disrupts the narrative of a steady convergence of
sovereignty and bounded territory culminating in the present international legal order."Kate
Purcell, British Yearbook of International Law --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Book
DescriptionThis book examines how European imperial powers imagined imperial space,
constructing sovereignty in ways that merged geographic discourse with law. --This text refers to
the hardcover edition.About the AuthorLauren Benton is Professor of History and Affiliate
Professor of Law at New York University. Her book Law and Colonial Cultures: Legal Regimes in
World History, 1400–1900 (Cambridge, 2002) won the Law and Society Association's James
Willard Hurst Book Prize, the World History Association Book Prize, and the PEWS Book Award
from the American Sociological Association, Political Economy of the World Systems Section. --
This text refers to the hardcover edition.Book DescriptionA Search for Sovereignty examines the
relation of law and geography in European empires, exploring spatial patterns of treason, piracy,
convict transportation, and martial law in European empires between 1400 and 1900. Lauren
Benton's research reveals that European powers imagined imperial space as networks of
corridors and enclaves, and that they constructed sovereignty in ways that merged geographic
discourse with law. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.Read more
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The BanquetByArius of Caesarea This is a work
of fiction. Names, characters and incidents in this book are fictional depictions, are a product of
the author’s imagination, and are used fictitiously. Many events and locations are barrowed from
history to create relevance.The Banquet by Arius of Caesarea © 2007 by Arius of
CaesareaCover art copyright © 2007 by Arius of CaesareaAll rights reserved.Published on the
World Wide Web by Arius of Caesareahttp:// This book is for the latest two generations
searching for the truth, eighty percent of which belong to no one religion. This is a fictional novel,
yet before you discount any of it as false, research what you may doubt as being true. If you
prove all things and hold fast to what is good as the Apostle Paul asked, you will be happy with
The Banquet by Arius of Caesarea. If you just want your certainty to be right, please stop here for
the sake of those who love the truth, otherwise you’ll just want this book burned along with the
people who own a copy of it - like the Emperor Constantine did to the original Banquet by Arius
of Caesarea and it’s owners nearly 1,700 years ago.Table of ContentsThe Banquet By Arius of
CaesareaChapter One The MapChapter Two Bounties of the VictorsChapter Three Incarnate
SeedChapter Four As Seen Through DelusionChapter Five Sun of RighteousnessThe Banquet
By Arius of Caesarea AD 321No Poor among Them AD 225AD 268 Synod-of-God’s
NatureFebruary 27, 272 AD God-of-War’s Birthday!AD 301 Yuletide Marriage of ChaosFebruary
23, 303 AD The Acceptable SacrificeAD 311 Partiality through Divine RightAD 313 Edict of
TolerationAD 314 Coup d'étatAD 321 Hidden TruthChapter Six Path to HeavenChapter Seven
Hades’ PathChapter Eight The Promised LandChapter Nine BaptismChapter One The
Map A portly man with graying, curly hair and piercing blue eyes watched the train approach
Germany’s Wiesbaden train station. He stood on platform 13 fingering the inquisition list in his
pocket. Karl Ernst remembered a couple of his friends being crammed into cattle cars with the
rebel Jews just months before. He tried thinking of other things to force the memory from his
mind, as he pulled his collar up on his jacket to avoid the January chill. The train stopped, facing
the opposite direction the cattle cars had taken. Karl watched as the people began coming off
the train, while thinking, “Schradin always works in the shadows, like a schoolboy; he’s probably
trying to catch me unaware again!” A hand, covered in a smooth black leather glove, slapped
Karl on the back. If they had both been portly like Karl, they would have looked like each other –
tweed jackets with leather patches on the elbows, brown green hats, brown pants, and shiny
black patent leather shoes. Plainclothes SS guards were hiding on both sides of the train station
watching through sights as the men greeted. Both men greeted each other with a handshake
that had fingers interlocked on the right hands and touching on the wrists, and while holding
their right hand in this way, they hugged rather close for men, so much so their knees touched as
they whispered something in each other’s ear. The plainclothes SS lowered their sights as the
two men stepped back and began to talk. “I knew that you would sneak up on me like that, why
do you always do that?” Karl asked in frustration. As he stood back, Schradin looked into Karl’s
face. His sideburns were large shaggy white things that reminded Schradin of puppy-dog ears;
he had become so pudgy that he could barely recognize the college boy he knew when they first



met. Schradin replied, “How can anyone sneak upon one of the masters of the Sidereal
Pendulum? You were the one who found, at Hitler’s command, the location of that island where
Mussolini would be held prisoner, before he was moved to the island west of Naples. In fact,
while Mussolini had no contact with anyone, you pinpointed the whereabouts of the most
famous of Italian prisoners within the hour of his arrival on the island. Because of you, Hitler had
his troops secretly waiting to free him.” “Yes. Yes. We all know of our superpowers, you and your
men, all of us students of those greedy Tibetan monks, who through some divination of their
own think that Hitler is their avatar. I too know that your superpower allows you to stand bodiless
in the middle of the table of Britain, Russian and American war councils; to assassinate with a
thought and to read anyone’s damn mind, even if they are standing halfway around the
world.” Schradin interrupted before he could continue, “The war is over.” As they walked to a
table at an open café, Karl asked, “Tell me, do you have the new papers and passports, for our
knightly ODESSA’s SS members? Please tell me that the Vatican is still helping us
escape.” “They have and are getting us citizenship papers as well as safe passage to Argentina,
Brazil, and Egypt, for our members willing to leave. If we give them the original inquisition list of
the revolutionary movements fighting against the government, they will comply. Also, they want
to ensure that the Swiss accounts we agreed to, from the inquisitions exterminated, are signed
over to the men of Hitler’s pope.” Karl’s nervously reached into his pocket that contained a small
book, with thousands of names, as he replied, “Funny how they always get a portion of the
spoils, no matter who wins or loses.” Schradin looked into Karl’s face as he pondered the war
and realized that the Vatican might just take the money and run, so he asked, “I have heard that
our National Archeologists have found maps that may lead to the original Christian Library and
perhaps the Templar archive – is this true?” 

Chapter Nine BaptismChapter One The Map A portly man with graying, curly hair and
piercing blue eyes watched the train approach Germany’s Wiesbaden train station. He stood on
platform 13 fingering the inquisition list in his pocket. Karl Ernst remembered a couple of his
friends being crammed into cattle cars with the rebel Jews just months before. He tried thinking
of other things to force the memory from his mind, as he pulled his collar up on his jacket to
avoid the January chill. The train stopped, facing the opposite direction the cattle cars had
taken. Karl watched as the people began coming off the train, while thinking, “Schradin always
works in the shadows, like a schoolboy; he’s probably trying to catch me unaware again!” A
hand, covered in a smooth black leather glove, slapped Karl on the back. If they had both been
portly like Karl, they would have looked like each other – tweed jackets with leather patches on
the elbows, brown green hats, brown pants, and shiny black patent leather shoes. Plainclothes
SS guards were hiding on both sides of the train station watching through sights as the men
greeted. Both men greeted each other with a handshake that had fingers interlocked on the right
hands and touching on the wrists, and while holding their right hand in this way, they hugged
rather close for men, so much so their knees touched as they whispered something in each



other’s ear. The plainclothes SS lowered their sights as the two men stepped back and began to
talk. “I knew that you would sneak up on me like that, why do you always do that?” Karl asked in
frustration. As he stood back, Schradin looked into Karl’s face. His sideburns were large shaggy
white things that reminded Schradin of puppy-dog ears; he had become so pudgy that he could
barely recognize the college boy he knew when they first met. Schradin replied, “How can
anyone sneak upon one of the masters of the Sidereal Pendulum? You were the one who found,
at Hitler’s command, the location of that island where Mussolini would be held prisoner, before
he was moved to the island west of Naples. In fact, while Mussolini had no contact with anyone,
you pinpointed the whereabouts of the most famous of Italian prisoners within the hour of his
arrival on the island. Because of you, Hitler had his troops secretly waiting to free
him.” “Yes. Yes. We all know of our superpowers, you and your men, all of us students of those
greedy Tibetan monks, who through some divination of their own think that Hitler is their avatar. I
too know that your superpower allows you to stand bodiless in the middle of the table of Britain,
Russian and American war councils; to assassinate with a thought and to read anyone’s damn
mind, even if they are standing halfway around the world.” Schradin interrupted before he could
continue, “The war is over.” As they walked to a table at an open café, Karl asked, “Tell me, do
you have the new papers and passports, for our knightly ODESSA’s SS members? Please tell
me that the Vatican is still helping us escape.” “They have and are getting us citizenship papers
as well as safe passage to Argentina, Brazil, and Egypt, for our members willing to leave. If we
give them the original inquisition list of the revolutionary movements fighting against the
government, they will comply. Also, they want to ensure that the Swiss accounts we agreed to,
from the inquisitions exterminated, are signed over to the men of Hitler’s pope.” Karl’s nervously
reached into his pocket that contained a small book, with thousands of names, as he replied,
“Funny how they always get a portion of the spoils, no matter who wins or loses.” Schradin
looked into Karl’s face as he pondered the war and realized that the Vatican might just take the
money and run, so he asked, “I have heard that our National Archeologists have found maps that
may lead to the original Christian Library and perhaps the Templar archive – is this true?” “We
have found maps, documents, bones, artifacts. I know you keep one of the artifacts in the cross
you wear around your neck.” Schradin pulled the finely polished crucifix out of his white shirt and
replied. “A shard of a bone from the Apostle Peter resides within this crucifix. You have no idea
what power this amulet grants me! Hitler’s Pope Pius the XII blessed this most powerful and holy
crucifix for my and the empire’s purposes!” Karl laughed and leaned back in his chair to light a
Savannah stogie. “Jesus and his followers were not warriors. You know, turn the other cheek,
love your enemy, pray for them, forgive them, if you live by the sword you die by the sword, they
wanted no earthly things – so on and on.” Schradin sat silently for a moment and then took off his
cross. Holding it in front of him, almost like a sword, he made Karl feel a little uncomfortable, so
much so he began looking around at the others eating breakfast, as Schradin preached, “My
feelings as a Christian point me to my Lord and Savior as a fighter! They point me to the man
once in loneliness, surrounded by a few followers, who recognized those Jews for what they



were and summoned men to fight against them and who – God’s truth – was greatest not as a
sufferer, but as a fighter!” “I’m going to play a little game with you Karl.” Karl rolled his eyes and
thought, “He’ll never change. He’s still stuck playing the schoolboy.” “I’m going to tell you a most
holy society’s oath and part of the words of their master’s questions and the initiate’s answers,
and you tell me what society it is. I’ll give you a hint – it is not the SS, Thule or our brothers the
Skull and Bones, KKK, or Masonic societies.” Schradin began to whisper the initiate’s oath so
only the two of them could hear, “I promise and declare that I will, when opportunity presents
itself, make and wage relentless war! Secretly or openly, I will wage relentless war! War against
all heretics, Protestants, Jews and liberals, as I am directed so to do. To extirpate and eliminate
them from the face of the whole earth! I will spare neither age, sex nor circumstance. I will hang,
devastate, boil, thrash, strangle and bury alive these infamous heretics, rip up the stomachs and
wombs of their women and crush their child's heads against the walls, in order to obliterate
forever their appalling race! When the same cannot be done openly, I will secretly use the
poisoned cup, or the strangulating twine, or the steel of the poniard or the leaden bullet. This I
will do regardless of the admiration, position, dignity, or authority of the person or persons,
whatsoever may be their circumstance in life, either public or private, as I at any time may be
directed so to do by any representative of the pope or superior of the Brotherhood of the Holy
Faith, of the Society of Jesus.” Karl almost ate his cigar as he choked out the words, “Society of
Jesus? What in hell is that?” Schradin laughed out loud and the people at the other tables
looked up at the interruption; but thinking he had just told a joke, they continued to eat their
meager breakfast. Schradin quietly exclaimed, as he leaned forward smiling, “I told you Jesus
was a fighter! I will tell you something more. This is part of the initiate’s questioning and it will
give everything away to the point that even a mind reader like you can guess the society’s
name! “From whither do you come?”“The Holy faith.” “Whom do you serve?”“The Holy Father at
Rome, the Pope, and the Roman Catholic Church Universal throughout the world!” “Who orders
you?”“The Successor of St. Ignatius Loyola, the creator of the Society of Jesus or the Soldiers of
Jesus Christ.” “Who received you?”“A respected man in white hair.” “How?”“With a naked dagger,
I, kneeling upon the cross underneath the banners of the pope and of our sacred order.” “Did you
receive an oath?”“I did, to obliterate heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare
neither age, sex nor condition. To be as a cadaver without any judgment or determination of my
own, but to unconditionally obey my superiors in all things without wavering or murmuring.” “Will
you do that?”“I will.” “How do you journey?”“In the bark of Peter the fisherman.” “Whither do you
journey?”“To the four quarters of the globe.” “For what reason?”“To obey the orders of my general
and superiors and to accomplish the will of the pope and faithfully fulfill the conditions of my
oaths.” “Go you, then, into the entire world and take ownership of all lands in the name of the
pope. He, who will not acknowledge him as the mouth of god and his vice-regent on earth, let
him be accursed and exterminated!” Karl sat in shock for a moment and then exclaimed, “Jesuit
priests make such an oath? I thought they were holy and peaceful monks of God!” Schradin
leaned back in his chair while replying; “You see we really are doing both God and Hitler a favor,



by killing the Jews.” “The maps?” Karl begged, becoming so uncomfortable that he felt he had to
wrestle Schradin back to subject. “Yes, the Templar and the so called library has maps to their
locations, which were just recently coded by our National Archeologists in duplicate logs. The
Templar found the original map buried under the old site of King Solomon’s temple, buried there
by Christians that had been driven out of the city during Constantine’s time. The destroyed
temple site is really the old site of the temple rebuilt by Herod. Herod’s rebuilt temple had been
torn down a thousand years previous to the formation of the Templar’s society; all the same they
thought there had to be treasure there for the poor boys under the old site according to their
society’s masters of the Sidereal Pendulum.” Karl imagined the ancient Sidereal Pendulum
looking like himself while Schradin continued; “While they were digging they were introduced to
our most ancient and holy sun-god signs, tokens, rites, oaths and rituals from the order of
knights of the incarnate Mithra, which we and several other secret societies practice and honor
to this day. The SS order of Thule is just another order of the Templar.” Karl shook his head
believing that they would never get to the point and asked, “Did, they find the treasure? Or did
you talk them to death?” A little glint hit the dark-haired sunken-faced Schradin as he replied,
“The Templar did find maps buried under the old site of the Jewish temple with a library of scrolls
written in Hebrew, Greek and Egyptian. It was Christian histories though, not Jewish original
Christian histories, gospels, epistles and commentaries – hundreds upon hundreds of them. The
Templar took the entire library to France and built a temple as their brothers of Mithra had
instructed them. They hired translators and scribes to translate and copy the Christian
Library. They made three copies and then buried the original with sacred bones and holy relics to
form a spiritually protected place and altar.” Karl looked at Schradin as he paused and then
remarked, “You little schoolboy. You still think it is funny to make me ask the questions while you
suspend me with curiosity don’t you?” Schradin replied, “You don’t realize how much power is in
the truth! Truth is the leash and collar that controls even the emperors who fabricate and use
bridges of compromising delusions selling it as God’s truth. They only have power as long as the
delusion remains in place, reveal the truth and the fabric of their lies becomes full of holes and
the world just won’t buy or support it any longer.” Karl laughed and replied; “You’re telling me the
Templar showed the writings to the papist!” “They told them that the birth of Christ was April 17, 6
BC, which they seemed to already know. After sufficient lands, money and powers changed
hands, the Templar gave the Vatican a copy of the Christian Library to ensure they receive the
riches of the world by installments from the pontiffs. You have no idea how many lands, titles,
fleets of merchant ships, vineyards, industries, banks, insurance companies, honors, and
powers were gained just by holding the wolf’s delusion in check and by containing the truth!” Karl
shook his head, asking as he leaned within whispering distance of Schradin, “So is the library
still under the old Templar site and who put the original library under the Jew’s old temple
site?” “There are two theories that I have heard, but no one seems to know for sure since copies
of the Christian Library are no longer in circulation.” Karl raised his eyebrow as if to say
continue. Schradin answered, “You really should study history better, it will determine what side



of the leash you are on.” “Can we win the war with this?” “Not now, it will keep us and our
brotherhood hidden and shielded from countries that would seek us out and destroy us running
separately one by one! I don’t know.” “Go ahead.” “Theory one: Arius of Caesarea buried the
library around 325 AD after Constantine ordered copies of his books and the Christian’s illegal
library found, burned, and anyone willing to keep his book, burned with it. Theory two: Around
800 AD, four original regions of Christians buried their libraries when the pope commanded an
inquisition be made against them to have them wiped out.” “He ordered a crusade and inquisition
against Christians?” “Remember the oath, the ancient Christian bishops and members were not
following the pope or any pope. After the inquisition of 800 AD, part of them found refuge in the
Swiss Alps and other areas of the world. Since the Christians would not raise arms to protect
themselves, the only group that protected them was the early Muslims in the area. The irony is
that most of the surviving group was wiped out when the pope declared war on the
Templar.” “The pope had the Christians killed because of the Templar he was hunting?” “No, two
hundred years after some surviving Christians had escaped the pope’s inquisition and rebuilt,
the Templar killed the Christians, to take their homes and lands, to escape the pope and his
French king that was hunting them.” A slight smile crossed Karl’s lips as he took another long
drag on his Savannah, then made an observation, “So, does the Vatican know that we have the
map, or the logs with the coded location of this original Christian Library?” Schradin laughed, “I
told them they could have the map and the coded logbooks as soon as our brotherhood and
their families are secure within the safe havens controlled by us in Argentina, Egypt, and
Brazil.” Karl leaned forward while pulling his cigar out of his mouth and blowing a large smoke
ring, then a smaller one, through it. He chuckled while commenting, “Schradin you are a shrewd
and wise man in any kind of war. So who is the champion guarding the map?” “Himmler of
course! Heinrich Himmler! He had the National Archeologist group make copies of encoded logs
containing the directions to the locations of the libraries and then hid the original logs in Hitler’s
underground mountain fortress with many of the brotherhood treasures, to rebuild the empire, if
need be, from its ashes!”

“Who received you?”“A respected man in white hair.” “How?”“With a naked dagger, I, kneeling
upon the cross underneath the banners of the pope and of our sacred order.” “Did you receive an
oath?”“I did, to obliterate heretics and their governments and rulers, and to spare neither age,
sex nor condition. To be as a cadaver without any judgment or determination of my own, but to
unconditionally obey my superiors in all things without wavering or murmuring.” “Will you do
that?”“I will.” “How do you journey?”“In the bark of Peter the fisherman.” “Whither do you
journey?”“To the four quarters of the globe.” “For what reason?”“To obey the orders of my general
and superiors and to accomplish the will of the pope and faithfully fulfill the conditions of my
oaths.” “Go you, then, into the entire world and take ownership of all lands in the name of the
pope. He, who will not acknowledge him as the mouth of god and his vice-regent on earth, let
him be accursed and exterminated!” Karl sat in shock for a moment and then exclaimed, “Jesuit



priests make such an oath? I thought they were holy and peaceful monks of God!” Schradin
leaned back in his chair while replying; “You see we really are doing both God and Hitler a favor,
by killing the Jews.” “The maps?” Karl begged, becoming so uncomfortable that he felt he had to
wrestle Schradin back to subject. “Yes, the Templar and the so called library has maps to their
locations, which were just recently coded by our National Archeologists in duplicate logs. The
Templar found the original map buried under the old site of King Solomon’s temple, buried there
by Christians that had been driven out of the city during Constantine’s time. The destroyed
temple site is really the old site of the temple rebuilt by Herod. Herod’s rebuilt temple had been
torn down a thousand years previous to the formation of the Templar’s society; all the same they
thought there had to be treasure there for the poor boys under the old site according to their
society’s masters of the Sidereal Pendulum.” Karl imagined the ancient Sidereal Pendulum
looking like himself while Schradin continued; “While they were digging they were introduced to
our most ancient and holy sun-god signs, tokens, rites, oaths and rituals from the order of
knights of the incarnate Mithra, which we and several other secret societies practice and honor
to this day. The SS order of Thule is just another order of the Templar.” Karl shook his head
believing that they would never get to the point and asked, “Did, they find the treasure? Or did
you talk them to death?” A little glint hit the dark-haired sunken-faced Schradin as he replied,
“The Templar did find maps buried under the old site of the Jewish temple with a library of scrolls
written in Hebrew, Greek and Egyptian. It was Christian histories though, not Jewish original
Christian histories, gospels, epistles and commentaries – hundreds upon hundreds of them. The
Templar took the entire library to France and built a temple as their brothers of Mithra had
instructed them. They hired translators and scribes to translate and copy the Christian
Library. They made three copies and then buried the original with sacred bones and holy relics to
form a spiritually protected place and altar.” Karl looked at Schradin as he paused and then
remarked, “You little schoolboy. You still think it is funny to make me ask the questions while you
suspend me with curiosity don’t you?” Schradin replied, “You don’t realize how much power is in
the truth! Truth is the leash and collar that controls even the emperors who fabricate and use
bridges of compromising delusions selling it as God’s truth. They only have power as long as the
delusion remains in place, reveal the truth and the fabric of their lies becomes full of holes and
the world just won’t buy or support it any longer.” Karl laughed and replied; “You’re telling me the
Templar showed the writings to the papist!” “They told them that the birth of Christ was April 17, 6
BC, which they seemed to already know. After sufficient lands, money and powers changed
hands, the Templar gave the Vatican a copy of the Christian Library to ensure they receive the
riches of the world by installments from the pontiffs. You have no idea how many lands, titles,
fleets of merchant ships, vineyards, industries, banks, insurance companies, honors, and
powers were gained just by holding the wolf’s delusion in check and by containing the truth!” Karl
shook his head, asking as he leaned within whispering distance of Schradin, “So is the library
still under the old Templar site and who put the original library under the Jew’s old temple
site?” “There are two theories that I have heard, but no one seems to know for sure since copies



of the Christian Library are no longer in circulation.” Karl raised his eyebrow as if to say
continue. Schradin answered, “You really should study history better, it will determine what side
of the leash you are on.” “Can we win the war with this?” “Not now, it will keep us and our
brotherhood hidden and shielded from countries that would seek us out and destroy us running
separately one by one! I don’t know.” “Go ahead.” “Theory one: Arius of Caesarea buried the
library around 325 AD after Constantine ordered copies of his books and the Christian’s illegal
library found, burned, and anyone willing to keep his book, burned with it. Theory two: Around
800 AD, four original regions of Christians buried their libraries when the pope commanded an
inquisition be made against them to have them wiped out.” “He ordered a crusade and inquisition
against Christians?” “Remember the oath, the ancient Christian bishops and members were not
following the pope or any pope. After the inquisition of 800 AD, part of them found refuge in the
Swiss Alps and other areas of the world. Since the Christians would not raise arms to protect
themselves, the only group that protected them was the early Muslims in the area. The irony is
that most of the surviving group was wiped out when the pope declared war on the
Templar.” “The pope had the Christians killed because of the Templar he was hunting?” “No, two
hundred years after some surviving Christians had escaped the pope’s inquisition and rebuilt,
the Templar killed the Christians, to take their homes and lands, to escape the pope and his
French king that was hunting them.” A slight smile crossed Karl’s lips as he took another long
drag on his Savannah, then made an observation, “So, does the Vatican know that we have the
map, or the logs with the coded location of this original Christian Library?” Schradin laughed, “I
told them they could have the map and the coded logbooks as soon as our brotherhood and
their families are secure within the safe havens controlled by us in Argentina, Egypt, and
Brazil.” Karl leaned forward while pulling his cigar out of his mouth and blowing a large smoke
ring, then a smaller one, through it. He chuckled while commenting, “Schradin you are a shrewd
and wise man in any kind of war. So who is the champion guarding the map?” “Himmler of
course! Heinrich Himmler! He had the National Archeologist group make copies of encoded logs
containing the directions to the locations of the libraries and then hid the original logs in Hitler’s
underground mountain fortress with many of the brotherhood treasures, to rebuild the empire, if
need be, from its ashes!” Schradin stood up, placing a large suitcase on the table while opening
it slightly. Stacks of personal ID papers and passport and visa bundles filled the suitcase to the
brim, forcing it to pop open. Schradin spoke in a tone that meant our business complete, “I will
need the inquisition list of the rebellious factions now.” Karl dropped his cigar and listened as the
personnel watching him from a distance started his car and proceeded to drive toward him. Karl
crushed his cigar with his foot, as he stood and asked, “Was the war worth it, master
Schradin? It all seems like a damn waste of life and time to me.” Karl was glad to drop the filthy
hit list on top of the suitcase, seeing it as a cursing agent to anyone possessing it and was glad
to be rid of it. Schradin began to reply as he picked up the list and thumbed through it, and then
stopped as he looked at Karl’s face shutting off the conversation. Schradin began flipping
through the list again with noticeable shock filling his face, as many of the names were too



familiar and German for his liking, “As the saying goes, Karl, ‘The end justifies the means’.” Karl
replied, as he walked to the curb to get into his car that had just pulled up, “What if there is no
end and we are only justified by the means in which we live?” Schradin did not answer because
it incriminated himself as he thought about it, but instead stated, “I will bring the next set of
papers in a week to the location that you request. We’ll need the Swiss bank accounts of the
executed, for payments.” As he got into the car, Karl waved to Schradin, and thought, “At times
he acts so much like a schoolboy.” Schradin continued thinking to himself, “The world is turning
upside down! As of January, our troops have withdrawn from the Ardennes. 1945 will be the end
of our hope. By this time next year, my family will be living on a new continent, ruling an inferior
race – learning Spanish. Our cause will become a hiss, a stink, with no victorious outcome to
justify the means, just skirted condemnation on a new world.” Chapter Two Bounties of the
Victors An American military jeep painstakingly crawled through ruts and water-filled potholes
on a rain-washed rutted road to a German salt mine. The jeep had its top cover up and the
defrost blowing like sixty to keep the fog off the windshield. Major Frank Donahue was seated in
the passenger seat. His troops secretly called him Major Gable and it wasn’t because of his blue
eyes, dark hair and good looks, or his “I don’t give a damn” attitude; it was the beautiful
Lieutenant Isabel Dwight driving the jeep, sitting next to him. She did everything with and for
him. Her hourglass shape and the beautiful brown hair under her cap had made the major the
envy of the troops, but didn’t get him the respect he was gunning for. The major and his beautiful
lieutenant spotted the salt mine through the rain on the windshield. American and Allied troops
were setting up tens in every available spot around the mine, creating a makeshift city. The
lieutenant stopped the jeep in front of the old salt mine entrance. Isabel winked at Major
Donahue, thinking, “The troops are right, he does remind me of Clark.” As Major Donahue was
retrieving his briefcase, he reached across the seat in a manner so as not to be seen by the
guards approaching the jeep and pinched Isabel’s butt. Isabel wanted to yell at him, but instead
politely smiled as she got out of the jeep, and straightened her dress. They walked toward the
massive cement walls and columns of the German salt caverns. A young lieutenant approached
the major and Isabel. “At ease Lieutenant Jones,” the major stated, “We came as fast as we
could when you said the allies found a valuable Nazi cache in this salt mine. We want to inspect
the findings before we take any further action.” “Sir, I took the liberty of setting up a perimeter
around the salt mine, just in case some stray SS or allies might decide they don’t want to give up
their loot so soon, Sir.” The major put his arm on Lieutenant Jones’ back, “You are right Jones.
Possession is nine-tenths of the law!” “Yes Sir!” “You have always looked out for me and the
troops – and now we’re going to look out for each other; aren’t we Lieutenant Jones?” “Yes Sir,
and as always we will do so with great pleasure and diligence Sir!” The two lieutenants and the
major walked into the first of many caverns of the salt mines. It was the length of three football
fields. The cavern was filled three levels high with priceless paintings from regions around the
world. After being in the first cavern about an hour, the major exclaimed, “This will take a task
force, a very organized and large task force. Lieutenant Isabel, find some historians and



archeologists from our battalions that can quickly categorize all of this. Lieutenant Jones, after
this is categorized, I want it packed and shipped to a secured warehouse for quality inspection
and verification before going to the States. I will arrange secured shipment of the goods to
Washington DC.” Pulling on his sleeve with a come-hither look, Lieutenant Isabel Dwight smile at
the major, “I have heard talk of some very experienced and educated men from the First and
Third Army that were archeologists and historians before the war. We can also pull the education
records of each soldier and put out a request for a specialized historian and archeologist group,
after you show me the diamonds!” In her excitement, Isabel began skipping backwards down the
great hall that connected the caverns. When she turned back around, she imagined with a
chuckle, the three of them skipping, arm in arm, down the vast hallway, singing a loud rendition
of “Follow the Golden Brick Road” as if they were characters in a new Nazi version of the Wizard
of Oz movie. The next day Isabel sat at her desk, packing a purple felt-covered box containing
necklaces, rings, earrings, perfectly cut one karat and larger diamonds, rubies, sapphires and
pearls. She stuffed several old letters on the bottom, sides and top of the purple felt box, and
then taped the outside of the cardboard box and addressed it. A note was put on the outside that
said, “Personal letters, do not open, please place in my cedar chest.” Lieutenant Isabel walked
out of her office and dropped the box in the outgoing canvas carrier for U.S. mail. Major Donahue
watched her from his office. Her shapely figure in her dress uniform made him quiver with
anticipation; his eyes followed her curves and the flow of her hair as it moved around her
shoulders and down the sides of her perfect triangle-shaped cheekbones. He thought to
himself, “I have found the most beautiful gem and it’s not the ball and chain I’m tied to! Why
couldn’t God make them all like her? No problem, that is why they invented the magic pill called
divorce! After the papers are signed, I’ll suddenly become rich and married to the true bounties
of this war!”After she had dropped the box in the mail carrier, Donahue walked over to Isabel and
asked, “Satisfied?” “Are you, Major?” As Isabel looked at the major, she melted his heart with her
well-practiced, magical, all-encompassing smile. Touching Isabel’s arm, he stood up in a back-to-
business manner and asked, “Have you found the historians and archeologists for
categorization of our Nazi treasure trove?” “I just got off the phone with a couple of professors
from Berkley, verifying a camp rumor. Come to find out, we have two of the best archeologists
and historians from America and Germany. We also have a few promising students that will do
well as their aids.” Donahue looked stunned for a second and exclaimed, “A German!” “A Jewish-
German turned American. He speaks and reads German, Hebrew, Ancient Egyptian and of
course English, and was working on archeological digs in the Mid-East with the Germans when
we drafted him.” “Sounds perfect!” “Not quite. You won’t like this part; he is a conscientious
objector, and will not pick up a rifle in fear that he might kill a relative or anyone for that matter, so
the army let him become a medic.” “Too bad, he would have been perfect. Who’s next?” “Major,
the Jew is one of the few that can do this, and one of the few that can be trusted not to stab
anyone in the back.” “Ok, ok, give his commander a call and I’ll interview him. Who’s
next?” “Believe me you don’t want to ignore the first candidate. His name is David Artez; he’ll be



fighting for the First and Third Army championship belt tonight.” “You’re kidding! That can’t
happen; a damn coward cannot be allowed to have the belt!” “Your coward already has the First
Army’s belt. He has also saved several platoons worth of men, been shot, and took shrapnel to
save his comrades; if he wasn’t a Jew he’d have the purple hearts to prove it.” Donahue shot her
a look of scorn and she ditched and blurted out, “Will you please take me to the fight
tonight?” “Sure kid! Just tell me who’s next on the list?” The major replied, and his demeanor
quickly changed to one of securing a more promising nightly adventure with the beautiful
lieutenant. “A Marty McCollum, who is also an archeologist and was working in Egypt with the
German National Archeologist group when the war called him to service.” “Can we trust this
guy? I mean he obviously speaks German. At least he’s not a coward; I mean a ‘Mick’ couldn’t
possibly be a conscientious objector!” The major was fidgeting so much he was almost was
doing a dance to his frustration. Isabel began to laugh at his responses, while commenting,
“Your Mick is also a medic and a conscientious objector. He converted from Catholicism to
Mennonite Christianity when he was a young kid in Kansas. His Mennonite parents adopted him
when his original parents were killed in a traffic accident. Also, several of the Third Army, whose
belt he wears, owes their lives to your Mick as well.” “Isn’t there anyone else?” “Not really, the rest
have no field experience or haven’t finished their studies yet.” “We’ll use the schoolboys; they
can do the job just fine.” “I don’t think we’ll even get off the ground with any of them.” “I see. So
you’re suggesting that we put the Jew and the Mick in charge of the characterization and
identification of the bounty in the salt mine, with the students under them?” “That might be the
quickest and most acceptable way possible.” “So where is this Mick?” “You’ll see him tonight,
he’s fighting David.” “You’re kidding! Therefore, no matter what, a coward will win the belt! So,
who do think will win, David or Goliath?” “No, it’s more like, Goliath and Goliath. They had this
match once before when they were in college at Berkley, with McCollum winning by a few
points.” “So you’re saying that we should put our money on the Mick.” “I’m not sure. The rumor is
that David has improved his style over what he had four years ago and the First Army says that it
will be a quick knockout with the Third losing all bragging rights.” “How’s this Isabel? The winner
of tonight’s fight runs the characterization and accounting of the salt mine’s bounty!” “Oh
my! Major Donahue! You are the best and the most smartest!” Isabel commented while bending
her knees and putting a finger to her pouting lips, in her best effort to imitate Mae West. Perhaps
there’ll be more than one winner tonight!” A bell began ringing no more than ten minutes after
chow had finished. Soldiers in a rain swept stampede flew from the chow tents. Grabbing their
raingear on the way, they ran toward the First and Third Army’s makeshift outside ring and
arena. Lines began to form around bookies and temporary concession stands, selling a horrible
form of formaldehyde-like beer and over-salted pretzels with cigarettes. Portable generators
turned on as floodlights and spotlights filled the sky creating a simulated sunrise during the
sunset. The First Army sat on one side of the arena and the Third Army sat on the other. Men
were whistling and cheering and a spirit of levity began to disperse the spirit of death and grief
that had gripped both armies for the past few years. Marty stood inside his tent, jumping slightly



from side to side, listening for the bell. David stood inside his tent dipping and blocking, while
listening for the bell. Soldiers made two large paths from the tents of the fighters to the ring. Each
army had created capes for their champion; each cape contained emblems from each battalion
and the battles they had fought. A horn blew and David said, “Let me know when Marty leaves
his tent.” Marty exclaimed, “Don’t open that door until David leaves his tent!” The doors on both
tents remained closed, the horn blew again as the cheers, and jeers grew in intensity. Marty and
David each shook their head, knowing the game the other was playing. David pounded his
gloves and said “Open the – door!” at the same time Marty said, “Damn it Dave!” and bounded
out the door, just in time to see David walk through his door. Marty stood straight and both men
chuckled as they pointed with their gloves at each other. The spotlights followed them while they
made their way to the ring. Isabel’s breathing stopped for a moment as the two fighters stepped
into the ring. The announcer grabbed the microphone and being First Army, he introduced David
first, “In the First Army’s corner! Standing 6 feet 3 inches tall and weighing in at 233 pounds, a
king of the ring – David Artez!” David’s robe fell down his side, exposing a cascade of rippling
stomach, arm and chest muscles, with his chest muscles involuntarily moving in his dark chest
hairs as he bounced up and down on the mat while doing a challenging roar, with his arms
shaking in the air toward all of the Third Army. The First Army’s cheers exploded smothering the
Third Army’s jeers. David’s dark curly hair and nearly black eyes glistened in sheer joy at the
response of the audience. The announcer continued, “In the Third Army’s corner standing at 6
feet 3 inches tall and weighing in at 228 pounds, Marty McCollum!” Like a redheaded lion, Marty
jumped up and down on the mat; the muscles on his chest, legs, and abdomen flexing in long
tight rows of sinew as his hands flew in a blur of simulated jabs to the cheers of the Third Army
and the jeers of the First. The rules and the rest of the words speaking from the ring were
drowned out until Marty and David met in the middle to shake hands. David and Marty shook
hands, and then slowly and unexpectedly, to everyone’s surprise, they put their foreheads
together. David exclaimed, “I missed you kid.” “You have fourteen and one-half rounds to make
up for missed time!” Marty explained. “You mean three!” David answered back. The whole of the
armies were taken aback and silence filled the evening for a moment, as something more than
words exchanged between the two armies. Both armies, instead of being separated for the
moment, saw the two fighters as ambassadors representing both camps and they were all
celebrating their new life free of Hitler’s machine. A victory cheer went up as the men went to
their corners. Marty and David stood in their corners until the bell rang. David had truly changed
his style, which became apparent to Marty the minute he tried raining an instant victory for
himself at David’s head. Instead of bracing himself for the blows from Marty’s barrage of fists like
most fighters, David stepped back slightly with each blow and gave an additional block that
pulled across himself as he turned slightly, allowing Marty’s momentum to direct himself toward
the mat, causing Marty to scramble for his balance.
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Rae Weller, “Love it!. Oh wow, I have no clue why this book has remained obscure. I generally
scour the net for hard to find, and not so well know primitive Christian works ...This is not one of
them, this is a fiction novel, however a well detailed novel including so much in-depth knowledge
of well studied ante-nicene works ...Noting things not found in more mainstream stuff. No, the
person who wrote this book casually brings up things church historian insiders talk about among
themselves.This guy makes a Dan Brown novel sound childish. But I suspect there is less fiction
to this novel than the writer is leading on to. There is a lot of insider information cues in this that
really makes you wonder if this is someone trying to get some unknown truths out into the
mainstream through fiction ..dunno.Either way, I'm finding this book to be an exciting, insightful,
and very enjoyable to read.”

The book by Disciples of His Divine Grace A. C. Bhaktivedanta Swami Prabhupada has a rating
of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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